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NEW GRANT opENS ThE dooR foR MoRE opAL hoUSES

With $255,000 in new funding from the Washington State housing Trust fund, 
opAL is busily working to provide as many as five more orcas households with the 
opportunity to buy a permanently affordable house. 

“We were thrilled to have our grant application fully funded,” said opAL executive 
director Lisa Byers. “But realistically, we know we will need to leverage the state money 
with donations from opAL members and the orcas community to do the job.”

opAL’s goal is to acquire three to five additional individual 
properties. In keeping with the community land trust 
model, opAL will hold the land in trust and resell the 
houses to qualifying, low-income buyers. (In 2013 that 
means $41,550 in annual income for a family of two and 
$51,900 in annual income for a family of four.) 

At the same time, the additional state funding will provide 
local jobs, as houses are renovated and made ready to be sold 
or, in some cases, moved and re-sited.

opAL is currently looking at several possibilities in its 
search for additional properties: more island homes that are 
gifted to opAL by their owners in order to make way for 
new construction (see story of “recycled houses” on page 8 
and photo at left), suitable properties on the island that are 
in foreclosure (see story on page 6), and also individual lots 
and small parcels of land for future development.

“Moving and renovating donated houses is a very efficient way for opAL to meet the 
need for more affordable housing,” said Lisa. “Now is also a good time for opAL to 
purchase land, while prices are still relatively low,” said Lisa.

There are currently 13 qualified buyers on the OPAL wait list and another 17 families in 
OPAL’s applicant pool. 
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Passing through the stone gate at the entrance 
to Buck Mountain Road was the last tricky 
maneuver for Nickel Bros. in moving this 
recently donated house to its final destination 
in Eastsound. This was the fourth island home 
to be relocated by OPAL; a fifth donated 
building will be moved in April.
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A Message to OPAL Members from President Allen smith and the Board of trustees

for almost two decades, Lisa Byers has been the leader and public face of opAL. While 
nothing is certain in a democratic election, come April 23, Lisa may be a new County 
Council representative. This will be great for the county, but a challenge for opAL.

Lisa leaves a strong bench. The opAL staff will assist in any transition,  
but we need to prepare for a possible change. A transition committee,  
consisting of board members, staff, and outside supporters of opAL, has  
been created to manage the process of recruiting a replacement. Nothing will 
happen publicly until the election results are in, but a lot has been happening  
to get ready for that day.

We began by looking at what the opAL executive director’s job is today and 
considering what that job should look like in the future. Lisa has written a job 
description, and we have interviewed staff and supporters. With that input, the 

committee has come up with a list of characteristics – skills, experiences, and temperament 
– that we want in a new executive director. one thing we won’t do is try to find a clone of 
Lisa. What we will do is separate those qualities that are essential from those that are “nice 
to have” or can be provided in other ways. 

you may have heard that I am running for election to the San Juan County Council. 
I made it through the primary, and now the general election on April 23 will decide 
the winner. The County Council position is a full-time job, so if I am elected, I will be 
leaving my job as opAL’s executive director. The prospect of leaving opAL fills me with 
sadness. This is the best job I have ever had, with the most creative, intelligent, loving, 
and dedicated work family I have ever been a part of.

So, you may ask: Why would I pursue the possibility of leaving? As the 
inevitable bad behavior of political campaigns rears its ugly head, I have my 
doubts. But my reasons for seeking a seat on the council have a lot to do with 
that divisiveness in our community. I believe we can do better. We are blessed 
to live among people of extraordinary talent, vision, and compassion. I want 
to see if I can translate into the county government, the ethic of collaborative 
teamwork and nimble problem solving that I have helped to cultivate at 
opAL. And, as the saying goes, “you don’t know until you try.”

A significant reason why I decided to enter the election race at this time  
is that opAL is in a strong place. I feel confident that this is a good time for me  
to leave, if that is what the voters decide. If I am elected, I will do what I can to  
ensure a smooth transition. 

As members of this extraordinary organization, you are a significant part of its success. 
I thank you for believing in the vision of sustaining orcas Island as a vibrant and 
economically diverse place, and for working together to turn that vision into reality.  
I will always treasure you, opAL, and the community land trust community.

Executive Director

Story continues on page 7
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UpGRAdES AT LAvENdER hoLLoW ANd RENovATEd hoUSES

In 2012 opAL continued the renovation work started in the prior year, and ended the 
year with an unexpected donation of land that will become the site for another scattered-
site home.

The most significant project of the year was the renovation of the 22-unit Lavender 
hollow apartments. Tenants are now benefiting from cleaner, brighter surroundings, 
lower heating costs, and improved AdA accessibility. Because of the life-cycle upgrades 
to the 23-year-old complex, completed by local contractor Terra firma, NW, the orcas 
community will have these apartments with affordable rents for years to come. 

on the home ownership side of our work, we completed the 
renovation of three houses moved to the oberon Meadow 
neighborhood in 2011. At the end of the year, two of the 
houses had purchasers. 

In addition, with help from a housing Trust fund grant, 
opAL was able to purchase a bank-owned three-bedroom 
house on hemlock Street in Eastsound. This property will 
become opAL’s eighth scattered-site house and will be 
renovated and sold to a qualified island family in 2013.

The year was notable for three significant donations: a parcel 
of land, and two more buildings that opAL will move to new 
locations in 2013. The parcel of land was offered for donation 
in mid december. The challenge for opAL was that the parcel 
was not suitable for an opAL home, so we put out a call to 
realtors on the island asking if a property owner wanted to 
swap for the donated parcel. We selected a lot in Eastsound. 

As part of 2012’s ongoing stewardship responsibilities, the opAL staff helped orchestrate 
the sale of five existing homes. We welcome new homeowners Jane Alden, Katie Sellers, 
Alex and Loralee flores, Casey hons and Rosannah Cope, and Tammy Kopp, as well as 
Julio and Ana Maria Matal, the first buyers of a home at oberon Meadow. 

In addition, we assisted more than 50 island households with energy and rental assistance, 
and then successfully transferred these federal programs to orcas family Connections. 
opAL also processed 16 homebuyer applications, provided homebuyer education to  
48 households, counseled 27 homeowners, and provided training and support to  
opAL’s six neighborhoods.

Near the end of the year, we learned that our 2012 application to the state housing Trust 
fund for $255,000 to support our work of purchasing and renovating homes was fully 
funded. These grant funds plus private donations will provide five more island households 
with permanently affordable homes in 2013 or 2014. 

  The final donated house for the 
Oberon Meadow neighborhood will be placed on the 
north west corner of the property. It will be moved 
from its former Main Street location in April 2013.

HERE Is  
Where the 
Main Street 
House Goes



opAL SUppoRTERS ANd voLUNTEERS 2012 – ThANK yoU!

Thank you for helping to make 
our work possible.  The following 
government agencies, foundations, 
organizations, businesses, and 
individuals supported opAL 
Community Land Trust in 2012. If 
we have inadvertently omitted you, 
we apologize; please let us know. 

Government and Foundations

Brown dog foundation, Morningside 
foundation, orcas Island Community 
foundation (oICf), Seattle foundation, 
The Spring Creek foundation, Wheeler 
foundation, WWW foundation, 
fEMA, opportunity Council, San 
Juan County health and Community 
Services, San Juan County housing 
Bank, WA State housing Trust fund

Businesses and Organizations
Boardsource, CenturyTel, Emmanuel 
parish of orcas Island, Island Market, 
Islanders Bank, Lahari, Larry Steele & 
Associates, Inc., opALCo, orcas Net, 
Inc., Rosario Resort, San Juan Insurance 
Center, Zervas Group Architects 

Individuals

A Bryan Abell and Lynn Spohn, david 
Adams, Roger Adams, Nancy and Steven 
Alboucq, Sonia and david Alexander, 
Tracy Allison, Rosemarie and John 
Altberg, Nikki Ames and Gene Nery, 
William and valerie Anders, Carol 
Anderson, Marilyn Anderson, Creed 
Anderson, Marilyn Andrews, dr. Glenn 
and Mollie Anthony, Anonymous, dick 
and B.J. Arnold, Marc and Sue Aronson, 
Robert and Joelle Ater, Amanda Azous

B dr. Steven and Rita Bailey, Beth 
Baker, Michael and Rocky Baker, Nancy 
Bang, Wally and Josie Barrow, Lin Bauer, 
Christopher and Cynthia Bayley, Jeanne 
Beck, Robin and Jack Becker, Barbara 
Bedell, helen Bee, Carol Bee, phoebe 
Bee, Christopher and Erasmus Belden, 
Eros Belliveau, patrick Bennett and 
Jenny hovelman, Edward and Barbara 
Benshoof, diane Berreth and david 

Kobrin, Mary Blackstone and Roger 
Collier, Robert and Enid Blanc, Karen 
and Gil Blinn, Shannon Borg, Chris and 
vicki Brems, Michael Brennan, frank 
and Elizabeth Bret, Catherine Brewer, 
Barbara Brown, Janet Brownell, William 
Buchan, Bruce and Sally Buchanan, 
Jonathan and Carol Buchter, Gail 
Bulletset, Joyce Burghardt, Sandra Burt, 
Laura and Wheaton Byers

C Craig Canine, hilary Canty and 
hank date, pamela Charlesworth and 
douglas Emerick, Mathew Chasanoff, 
John and vicki Clancy, Bill and paula 
Clapp, Becky Clemens and Kevan 
Rayne, Jan Cleveland, Sarah and John 
Coffelt, vern and Sidney Coffelt, 
Jollefern Cole, dr. James Connell, 
Captain and Mrs. douglas W. Cook, 
Betty Corbett, Spencer Corley, Michael 
Coughlin and Sarah Scribner-Coughlin, 
Barbara Courtney, Bruce and Kathy 
Culver

d Carl de Boor, Adam de Boor, Alice 
and Julian dewell, Robin diGeorgio, 
Chris dolan, Richard and Lauren 
donner, Ina drosu

E Erica Ekrem and James ferraris, 
Challen Ellis, douglas and Catherine 
Ellis, Linda Ellsworth, Carol Ely, Carol 
Jo Enge, virginia Erhardt, Timothy 
Seifert and Sonya Erickson, Rudolf 
Eschenbrenner, Christopher Evans and 
Rusty diggs, Lance Evans

f vincent and Gillian fernandes, peter 
fisher, david and Irene fisher, Ethan 
flanagan, Eugene and Judith flath, John 
and Joan fletcher, Alex and Loralee 
flores, Agnes forbes, Christa frazier, 
Kyle and Kim freeman, peter freeman, 
Robin freeman and Kurt Thorson

G Laurie Gallo and Lisa Byers, Gloria 
Gamble, Bob Gamble and Winnie 
Adams, Audrey and George Garrels, Julie 
Brunner and Joseph Gaydos, Elizabeth 
Geddes, doreen George, patricia 
Gehlen, Scott Gianola, Kathryn Kier 

and didier Gincig, William Gincig, Eric 
and Barbara Gourley, Bryan and Tammy 
Grantham, Jack and Lindy Groban, 
pamela Gross and Charles Anderson, 
Kirsten Gustafson

h Janice and Bruce hall, Kyle hall 
and Carol vincent-hall, Matthew 
hamilton, Sukima hampton, Max and 
Jessica hanson, Jens and Ellen harboe, 
James hardman, Robert and Megan 
harris, Kiko harrison, Joe floren 
and Anne hay, Jack and Jan helsell, 
Andrea hendrick, Bob and phyllis 
henigson, Jean and Steven henigson, 
Linda henry and pam Loew, phoebe 
and Nick hershenow, david and Mary 
higgins, Eleanor hoague and Marc 
Cohen, Sarah hoffman, Anita holladay, 
dyan holmes, Beth and paul holmes, 
Casey hons and Rosannah Cope, Leticia 
hopper, Marjorie hovelman

I-J Barbara Jamieson, Michael Johnson, 
patty Johnson, Sara Jane Johnson, Scott 
and Bronwen Jones, Bernard Jalbert and 
Carole Jones, Steven Jung and Susan 
McBain

K Gina Kaiser, Millie Kau, Edward 
and Majorie Kirschbaum, Janet Knowles 
and John finlay, Tamara Kopp, Midge 
Kraetzer, Jens Kruse and Susan Kunk

L Alex Lambourne and Marina 
pereplettchikova, Angela Lausch and 
paul Christianson, Zackarya Leck, 
Richard and Kate Lee, Abner and 
Mildred Levine, Bev and Larry Leyman, 
Laurencia and Robert Liebmann, Ellen 
peterson and Lucas Limbach, Cheryl 
and Richard Little, Jr., Bob and pat 
Littlewood, Kevin and Nancy Loomis, 
dana Lopez, Beth Lorenzen, Jan and 
frank Loudin, Elizabeth and John 
Louton, Jeffrey and Laura Ludwig

M River Malcolm and Chris downing, 
deborah Martyn, Julio and Ana Maria 
Matal, Robert and Nancy Maynard, 
Angelica Mayo, frank and paige 
McCormick, Mary McCulloch,  
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Rinda McGarry, Cynthia McGrady, 
Chanda McKeaver, James McKeon, 
Mark and Irene McKinley, Morgan 
Meadows, James and Joan Mehl, Stewart 
and Barbara Mehlman, Laurie Michael, 
Margaret Mills, Edward Miner and 
Sumaya Newland Miner, fabrice van 
putten and Jami Mitchell, pete Moe, 
Indira Monk, Stan and Jo Ellen Moldoff, 
patricia and vincent Monaco, Annie 
Moss Moore, Crystal Mossman, Leslie 
and Thomas Murdock, don and Teri 
Murray, Grace Muse

N-o Mary Nash, Ruth Newman, 
Liane olsan, Suzanne and John olson, 
phill and dorothy osborn, Terry and 
Evangeline o’Sullivan 

p-Q donald padelford and Sue 
Livingston, Luann pamatian, harold 
Lentzner and Else pamuk, dave and 
Katie parish, Issa parker, Marilyn 
parman, Amber and Justin paulsen, 
douglas and Joyce pearson, Mark pedelty 
and Karen Miksch, Joan pedrick, Anne 
pekuri, Adam peterman, Jami plummer, 
Karen plunkett and Eric Whitehead, 
dave and Bev polis, Jennifer and 
Sebastian posada, Lovel and Boyd pratt

R Bill and Christy Rakow, Mary 
Rancourt, Tina Torri and Kevin Ranker, 
Timothy higgins and Nancy Reichley, 
Scott and Katherine Renschler, Chase 
and Mary Riveland, Molly Roberts, 
Elizabeth Roberts, Lynn Roberts, Jim 
and Leni Roberts, Ron and Judith 
Romines, Alan Roochvarg and Lynn 
Weber/Roochvarg, Tina Rose, Barbara 
Rosenkotter, vanessa Ryder and Sean 
Moriarty

S Kenneth Salt and Keston Blaustein, 
veronica San Martin, Leonie Sandercock 
and John friedmann, david and Maxine 
Sarver, Roland Sauer and Madie Murray, 

david and Joan Schermerhorn, Jacob 
and hollie Schimberg, douglas and 
Judith Schliebus, Robert and Mary 
Jane Schwarz, Maureen Searing, Kim 
Secunda, Kathryn Sellers, penny Sharp 
Sky, xiowen Sky, Kim Skarda Anderson, 
Joyce Shaw, Myla Sherburne, May 
Shiozawa, Mary Ann Slabaugh, david 
and Kaaren Slawson, Allen and Sara 
Smith, heather Smith, Regina and 
Michael Smith, david Sofaer, Larry 
Soll and Nancy Maron, Jean Spalti, 
deborah Sparks, Amanda Sparks, Carla 
Stanley and Buddy Goll,  Stu and patsy 
Stephens, Susan and Charles Stewart, 
Susan Stoltz and david Kau, Lee 
Sturdivant, Kandis and Bob Susol

T-v Anna Tejada, denise Thomasin 
and Armando Nunes, Lynn Thomerson, 
Robb Shaepe and Kerissa Thorson, Tracy 
Todd, paula Towne, Tricia and Stevens 
Trainer, William and dorothy Trogdon, 
Mandy Troxel, Rosalyn Truett, Kari and 
Ian van Gelder, Leonie van Gelder and 
Minor Lile, Millicent vetterlein, Becky 
vinson, John and Sherry vinson, Robert 
and Carolyn volk

W Linda Wales, Ruth Walter, Bonnie 
and don Ward, Marsha and Bob 
Waunch, phil Weatherspoon, Theresa 
haynie and Kathryn Wehle, Jill and 
Thomas Wheeler, Scott and Judy 
Whiting, Sam Whiting and Samuel 
Mitchell, fred Whitridge, Andy 
Wickstrand and Jodi Broughton, Janice 
Wiemeyer, Charmian Wilcox, Bari 
and Andrew Willard, Ravin Williams, 
Arthur and Judy Winer, Bruce and Lee 
Wiscomb, Laura Wrobel, Bill Wulff

x-Z Nathan yoffa and Tracy harachi, 
Ting Zimmerman, dr. and Mrs. Edgar 
Zimmerman, Susan Zox 

Mission statement
The mission of opAL 
Community Land Trust is 
to help sustain orcas Island 
as a healthy, economically 
diverse community by 
providing permanently 
affordable homes and 
support for islanders – 
families, seniors, and singles 
– whose housing needs are 
not met by the traditional 
market. To accomplish its 
mission, opAL

 ‣ acquires land and buildings; 
 ‣ develops land in an 
environmentally and socially 
responsible manner; 

 ‣ constructs or renovates 
buildings that are healthy, 
durable, and energy-
efficient; 

 ‣ educates and counsels 
homebuyers and rental 
tenants; and  

 ‣ stewards what it creates 
for current and future 
generations.  
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* These financial statements are consolidated to include Lavender Hollow, LLC, of which OPAL is the sole member.
  The full financial audit prepared by Sanders and Sanders CPAs, PSC, is on file at the OPAL office.

2012 AbbREviATEd CONsOLidATEd* sTATEmENT Of ACTiviTiEs

compared with 2011
       
Revenues          2012            2011      Functional Expenditures           2012                     2011    
Lease & Application fees          $129,505      $173,515     housing development            $228,320            $413,017
Rents & Rental fees         $234,731         $154,416      Leasehold Stewardship      $69,647         $128,160
Memberships, Contributions & fundraising     $384,457      $642,434      Rental Stewardship         $274,199              $177,138
house Sales, fees & Consulting                      $181,268     $399,689     housing Assist. & Edu.        $12,008               $21,098
Grants               $1,163,848      $377,645     fundraising        $87,187               $67,492 
Interest, fund Appreciation & Investments                $17,319              $673      Administration        $54,399                   $55,030    
              Total Revenues             $2,111,128         $1,748,372   Total Functional Expenses       $725,760               $861,935
 

                Increase (Decrease) in Unrestricted Net Assets   $1,385,368         $886,437

OPAL Community Land trust

2011 Functional Expenditures

Total Assets:      $13,612,548                 $12,154,087

2012 AbbREviATEd CONsOLidATEd sTATEmENT Of fiNANCiAL POsiTiON

compared with 2011
       
Assets              2012            2011         Liabilities              2012             2011     
Current Assets    $1,170,071       $897,001     Current Liabilities        $534,301        $534,227    
Long-Term Assets               Long-Term Liabilities     $2,507,710         $2,434,692
 Land                       $3,514,958     $3,381,958     
 Improvements                  $8,121,948     $7,165.847    Net Assets:
Notes Receivable – Long-Term                   $729,816          $661,122     Unrestricted         $472,506             $283,548   
Restricted Cash                       $75,755         $48,159    Board designated      $9,697,663               $8,534,718  
               Temporarily Restricted                $333,099                   $302,260 
                        permanently Restricted                    $67,269                    $64,642  
                                   Total Liabilities & Net Assets   $13,612,548  $12,154,087

LOOK FOr New OPAL HOUse ON HeMLOCK street

Thanks to the support of opAL members and a prior grant from the 
housing Trust fund, opAL was able to purchase this three-bedroom, 
two-bath house at 200 hemlock Street in Eastsound. The property was 
in foreclosure. 

Since the purchase last fall, the 1,496-square-foot house has been 
upgraded with new carpeting in the bedrooms, new wood flooring in the family room and dining room, 
and new marmoleum in the kitchen. The interior has also been given a fresh coat of paint. The house, 
situated on a sunny lot with a peek-a-boo water view and space for a garden in back, will soon become 
home to a qualifying island family. 
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So hoW IS opAL doING? WE dECIdEd To ASK

At the end of last year, to help with strategic 
planning, opAL’s board of trustees asked an 
independent, off-island consultant to sit down 
with 19 members of the orcas community to 
talk about opAL. The participants represented a 
broad range of perspectives: builders association, 
real estate agents, public safety, medical providers, 
faith community, public schools, large employers, 
tourism industry, family resources, and agricultural 
workers. Each confidential conversation took about 
an hour. Here’s a brief snapshot of some of what 
the consultant heard:

  What is your  – and the broader community’s – 
perception of OPAL? 

There was broad agreement that “the community 
holds opAL in high regard.” The organization has 
earned respect through “hard work,” “building 
partnerships,” and “doing quality work.” 

  How does OPAL impact the overall quality of life 
on Orcas?

There was strong agreement that what opAL does 
for orcas is “essential” to the community’s well-
being. Many related stories of people who have had 
to leave the island because of lack of employment, 
the cost of housing, or a combination of the two. 
All want to keep a “diversity” of people on the 
island; many said that having a “range” of people 
makes orcas a special – and functional – place.

  What is your perception of who is served by 
OPAL?

The most common response was “people who 
need it.” others said, “working families,” “single 

parents,” “service providers,” and “familiar faces.” 
There was a common understanding that by 
helping young families, opAL helps to reduce 
“social costs” in the community. Stable housing 
gives children a sense of security and enables 
parents to devote more energy to being  
better parents. 

 How much affordable housing is enough? 

Most encouraged opAL to provide “as much 
housing as is needed.” Most believe that opAL’s 
current approach is an “appropriate model for 
orcas.” others mentioned the need for more  
year-round rental housing.

  Should OPAL housing be “scattered” or 
“clustered”?

participants were overwhelmingly supportive of a 
mix of clustered and scattered housing. Most like 
the idea of opAL housing throughout the island.

 Recommendations for the future?

Given the current economy, it wasn’t surprising to 
hear “remain solvent and sustainable” and “stick 
with your mission.” Several people also wondered 
about the impact of a possible change in opAL’s 
leadership (see story on page 2). other priorities: 
“Work yourself out of a waiting list.” “Be inclusive 
so everyone on orcas feels ownership in what 
opAL is doing.” 

We thank each participant for his or her time and 
thoughtful feedback. In the next few months, the 
trustees and staff will be digesting the community 
input and weaving it into opAL’s future plans  
and activities.

personally I am most concerned with temperament. for example, Lisa is a superb consensus builder. Sure, 
she has strong skills and broad experience, but she has just the right temperament for opAL and orcas. 

If Lisa wins, the recruitment process will begin in earnest. Ads will be placed in media nationwide, and we 
will stimulate our colleagues in the community land trust movement. from the responses, we will identify  
5 to 10 top candidates. We will vet these “semi-finalists” to settle on 3 to 5 finalists to be interviewed. 

If Lisa is elected, and if all goes well, we should have a new executive director by late fall.

A Message from President Allen smith and the Board of trustees (continued from page 2)
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SAvE THESE DATES: 
OPAL Annual Meeting – Thursday, May 2, 5 p.m. at the 
orcas Senior Center 

OPAL Annual Gala and Benefit Dinner – the evening of 
Saturday, September 21
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AddRESS SERvICE REQUESTEd

twO MOre DONAteD HOUses – AND LAND tOO!
At the end of last year, opAL happily accepted three more generous donations from island families: two 
small houses and one residential lot in Eastsound. And once again, it seemed as though the pieces of a 
complex puzzle miraculously fell into place.
one house will be moved in April to become the fourth and final house in opAL’s newest neighborhood, 
oberon Meadow, across from the dog park. And what to do with the other donated house? Unexpectedly 

(and the timing couldn’t have been more perfect), a residential lot in 
Eastsound was generously offered to opAL. By the time you read this, 
the other house will have been moved by truck to the new lot at 59 
Mountain view Street, where it will become opAL’s ninth scattered-
site property on the island. 
“I can’t imagine any of these houses being demolished, which is what 
would have happened if opAL hadn’t stepped up,” said opAL project 
manager Jeanne Beck, who has overseen each of opAL’s house moves. 
“When I drive by oberon Meadow, it takes my breath away to see 
lights in the windows and to know how much these houses – from all 
over the island – mean to their new owners.”

once again opAL has contracted with Nickel Bros. to handle the house moves. “Jeremy Nickel really 
believes in recycling old houses rather than tearing them down,” explained Jeanne. “he appreciates what 
opAL is doing and values our willingness – and the willingness of opAL’s supporting members –  
to respond to these types of special opportunities when they come up.”

Nearly home! OPAL’s latest donated house is 
just a few blocks from its final destination 
— 59 Mountain View Street.


